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Abstract 

Daylight is an important factor to offices, but it is not utilized to its full extent today when it 
comes to the occupant’s comfort and well-being. A big problem with daylight is the glare that 
wants to be eliminated from these environments. Even if there are a vast variety of products and 
solutions to prevent the glare, other qualities as daylight and a view out are eliminated or reduced 
too. As both daylight and a view out provide significant psychological advantages for occupants 
in office environment, a study of existing daylight control systems and humans comfort prefer-
ences was investigated. The investigation was developed and led to a strong concept, an 
artefact. With the capability to preserve both daylight and a view out, even when glare is 
prevented. SmartFilm was found as a technique with best control over the material, when it 
comes to flexibility of choose from transparent to opaque. But this technique is today used more 
as a privacy system. With the study based on visual comfort preferences, the form and the func-
tion behind the material is interpreted differently to allow it to be a daylight control system. 
Studies shows that the most important characteristic of a view is its horizontal stratification and 
how it, by dividing the view into three layers: the sky, the city/landscape and the ground, 
provides with the functions we need for well-being and productivity (see chapter 2). 
The SmartFilms is therefore integrated in three layers on a window, allowing the user to adjust 
each sections opacity through a special designed device connected to the SmartFilms. 
By controlling each section separately, the whole window does not need to be fully covered. 
The daylight control system will in this way, theoretically, prevent the experienced glare, at the 
same time provide with daylight and a view out. 

Keywords   

Direct sunlight, daylight control system, windows, horizontal sections, device, individual office 
environment, visual comfort, glare, view, daylight qualities, Sweden     
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Purpose and problem 

Daylight is a quality that is appreciated in offices, as it both provides the workers with better 
health and gain saving of energy consumption by artificial light. But even if daylight is impor-
tant, buildings are not utilizing it to its full extent today (Velux Daylight Symposium, 2009). A 
problem with daylight in office environment, is the glare. Today exists a vast variety of products 
to block out the glare. But when the glare is prevented, both daylight and the view out are either 
drastically reduced or totally lost. And a view out has qualities that provides with significant 
psychological advantages for workers (Sims L, 2002).  

The purpose of my work is to develop an artefact through investigation, that prevents glare, 
keeps as much of the daylight in the room as well as the view to the outside. I will focus on 
material and form and make a twist of today’s existing daylight control systems. But the inten-
tion to create an artefact from today’s material and daylight control systems techniques, is a 
guideline for me in my designing process. My research in the field will therefore inspire to 
develop a new way of utilization rather than develop a new material.
To achieve it, I need to tackle the following questions:  
 
•  What material for existing daylight control principles are best today to prevent glare and to 
provide more daylight for individual office environments? 

•  How can material be formed and controlled, to prevent sun glare and to preserve the daylight  
    intake as well the view out? 

1.2 Method  

My own design process will be based on Bruce Archers Systematic Method for Designers. 
This method starts with first identifying the problem I want to solve, by answering; what is the 
problem. To understand what and how material can prevent glare and provide with more 
daylight, an investigation of what materials and techniques of today’s existing daylight control 
strategies are needed. Which later will lead to hypothesis of how material can be used in a 
different way. If material is received, it will be tested. Otherwise, the choice of material will be 
assumed based on studies. For the development of the form, studies behind daylight and visual 
comfort in office environments, are a guidance to develop an artefact (daylight control system) 
with the best suitable comfort preferences. The chosen material and form will develop to 
include a function for individual office environments. A visual approach to make decision of 
ideas and to present a final result will be drawn on CAD and Photoshop, to as well validate the 
aesthetic construction of the design. A storyboard will be presented to allow an understanding 
behind the use of the daylight control system as well on the relation behind the artefact and the 
user. The method will have following order as diagram (fig. A) shows on page 5.
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Method diagram:

1.3 Boundaries  

The investigation to develop a new daylight control solution, is for an indoor environment and 
suitable in office environments with individual windows at each table. As the thesis is based in 
Stockholm, the thesis will therefore focus on the daylights behaviour in Sweden. But not all the 
qualities of daylight will be investigated because of the time limit. Therefore, the thermal input 
from daylight is excluded. Beside the qualities of daylight, the relation between occupants and a 
window is investigated to understand the comfort preferences, as having a view out from a 
window. This is a reason to focus on materials that are translucent or semi-translucent, to 
preserve as much daylight as possible as well as the view out.  Because of the time, a functional 
prototype may not be possible to finish within 10 weeks. But research of material and form will 
lead to a theoretical result, which will be carried out through an illustrated storyboard, to show 
the main idea behind the concepts function and how it affects the user.

The form will be based on studies (see chapter 2, p.6-9). Specially based on studies on comfort 
preferences (p.7-8). Psychological aspects will not be going into deep, although it is an inspi-
ration and guidance for the development of the artefacts form and function, as a human-centric 
perspective can provide me with more information on an occupant’s health, interest, and comfort.  

Fig. A Diagram of the method steps for the thesis
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 2 Background 

2.1 Daylight and office environments  

Daylight is clearly preferred over electric lighting as a source of illumination. Windows are 
valued particularly for the daylight they deliver and the view out they provide (Fridell, K. 2013). 
 

Daylight is an appreciated feature in any office, as it contributes to less consumption of energy 
from artificial lights. But the saving is only effective if our comfort, well-being and health 
criteria is uncounted (Andersen M, 2015). The daylight has a lot of potential, and it is not nearly 
used to its full extent in buildings today (Velux Daylight Symposium, 2009).  
 
We know that humans biological clock is controlled by light, and that it regulates the human 
phycology and performance. A regulated circadian rhythm, including sleep-awake clock, gives a 
balance between light and dark exposure for each day. (Veitch JA, Galasiu AD, 2012). Office 
conditions are influenced by this pattern and a reduced exposure to windows or increased 
distance to the window, can reduce sleep quality. As office employees spend most of their time 
indoor (Schweizer et al., 2007), the desire of natural light is a reason why windows are important 
for a healthy work environment (Aries M.B.C, 2005). As the room as well receives more stimu-
lance from daylights variation of light temperature and intensity, from time to time. Although, 
a uniformity of daylight across the office room is preferred to prevent dark corners and high 
brightness contrast (Fuxén & Fagrell, 2015). The new standard also demands even light on 
walls and ceilings as it provides with good orientation and moving safely in the room (Månsson 
L,2003). For this, windows play a big role when planning. To achieve with more light in the 
room, a horizontal window gives a wider spread of light than a vertical window (Stegbar, 2017). 
 
An office desk with its own window nearby is something characteristically defining for an office 
experience (Aries, 2005). Even if not everyone can have a seat close to the windows, studies 
found that the occupants preferred to sit near windows at have a view out, to receive the 
information about time and weather (Markus T. A, 1967). As well it decreases the feeling of 
claustrophobia and provides with a distant horizon to gaze at. (Aries M.B.C et al., 2010). 
The daylight also supports human alertness and productivity, when provided with window and a 
view during daytime (Wymelenberg K, 2014). 

In a study at Call Center, office workers performed 10% to 25% better on tests of mental function 
and memory recall, when they had a view outside. Those with no view had increased fatigue. 
But the study also showed that glare from daylight decreased the workers performance with 15% 
to 21% (Heschong L, 2003).  
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Summary illustrating a windows different qualities in a mindmap:

2.2 The influences of daylight and view on visual comfort  

A Danish study showed that 95 % of 1800 office workers use computers for more than 55 % 
of their working time (Christoffersen et al., 1999). Aries M.B.C (2005) argues that a focus on 
distant objects, by means of a view outside, helps to prevent eyestrain, which is common to 
receive from spending seven or more hours per day, in front of a display (Rosenfield M, 2016). 
According to Markus (1967), the most important characteristic of a view is its horizontal stratifi-
cation. The views are divided into three layers and has its own function: The sky, gives informa-
tion about weather and time of day and year. The city or landscape, gives information about the 
environment on a large scale. And the view of the ground, provides with information of human 
activities in the immediate vicinity. Beside Markus argumentations, other studies confirm the 
appreciation of a horizontal view with a margin of sky and ground (Keighly E.C, 1973).  

Glare Natural light

Variation of 
intensity

Variation of 
temperature

Eyestrain

Important

Human

Sun qualities

Building

Informative

Visual discomfort
Energy saving

Office environment

Better performance
& health

Better vision under 
daylight condition

Time, weather, activities, 
landscape

Window 
treatment

Daylight control systems

View

Fig. B Mindmap illustrating a summary of a windows qualities
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But with a sky view, glare from direct sunlight needs to be taken care of, (Littlefair et al., 1996). 
Especially in the middle of the day, daylight can be a problem and create too big differences in 
luminance levels (Fuxén & Fagrell, 2015). 

Our eyes are adapted to handle a certain level of light, but the eyes have difficult to adapt to high 
level of glare (Månsson L, 2003). Daylight is then undesired and covered with different window 
treatments to avoid the direct sunlight (Månsson L, 2003). Even when the uncomfortable glare 
is long gone, the window will still be covered if they are not dynamic, which will lead to a great 
loss of information about the outside world (Aries M.B.C et al., (2010). On the other hand, if 
there is a pleasant view from the window causing glare from daylight, the discomfort glare 
appears to be more tolerated (Chauval et al., 1982). If it is possible to prevent the glare and main-
tain the daylight indoor, it will provide with better vision. Studies shows that the human vision is 
better under daylight conditions, due to the high quantity and better CRI (Chellappa et al., 2011).  

 
2.2.1 Glare  

Glare is an illumination factor we should pay close attention to if we want to achieve good vision 
(Starby L, 1983). There are two types of glare we need to distinguish, discomfort glare and 
disability glare. Discomfort glare results looking away from a bright light source or difficulty in 
seeing a task. Disability glare impairs the vision of objects without necessarily causing discom-
fort (Fuxén & Fagrell, 2015). Disability glare usually occurs when an object near normal visuali-
zation has a significantly higher luminance than that commonly found in the field of vision. If an 
eye is exposed to disturbing bright light, the eye’s adaptation can be adversely affected and cause 
a contrast reduction. This contrast reduction may be sufficient to make essential details invisible 
and complicate the ability to perform a task. Alternatively, if the dazzling light source is directly 
in the line of sight, this may cause noticeable after-images. 
 
The most common source of visual impairment indoors is direct sunlight from a window or 
poorly shielded light sources seen directly or through reflection. Glare can also arise from a 
diffused sky viewed through a window. This glare can usually be reduced by selecting bright 
window walls or by increasing the brightness of the window wall through separate lighting 
(Fagerhult, 2014). Colour and material has therefore an importance when planning of an envi-
ronment (Fridell K, 2006), as the luminance of all surfaces is determined by the shape, structure 
illuminance and reflectance of the surface. In order for the lighting to not perceive as disturbing, 
limitation of luminance transitions and differences are needed (Månsson L, 2003).

2.3 Daylight Control system strategies 

Typical methods to cover glare from direct sunlight is through light transmission control, light 
redirection and light transportation (See fig. C on p.9). Light transmission control includes 
louvers, rollers, blinds and glazing (ex. Surface coating, films and insertion). To either shade, 
scatter or diffuse excess sunlight (Huang et al., 2013). The light redirecting strategy rather 
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refracts the light into the building and improves the daylight penetration, through shelves, 
anidolic mirrors and prismatic panels (Ullah & Shin, 2012). The third daylight control system 
collects sunlight and guide it to rooms with no access to daylight (ex. through light pipes, 
fiber-optics, heliostats and solar tubes) (Mayhoub MS, 2014). The three mentioned daylight 
systems can both be static and dynamic. The most common is the static systems, as they are easy 
to implement and maintain. The dynamic system is more expensive, but compared to the static 
system, they are controlled based on the sun and sky condition. This capability allows occupants 
adaptively enhance the visual comfort. But there are studies investigating the issue of dynamic 
systems, not providing enough view outside (Bakker et al.,2014).  

Dynamic light transmission control systems that are available commercially are dynamic 
shading devices and dynamic tinted smart windows. These innovations minimize direct 
sunlight and maximize the daylight indoor. Innovations in dynamic redirecting light systems 
are light shelves, micro scaled mirrors and reflected elements that changes its angle and/or 
geometry based on sun condition (Hocheng et al., 2010). Innovations in light transportation 
systems includes optical relay lenses and transparent tube diffuser, to redirect the sunlight with 
active mirrors, curved mirrors and reflective film. The received daylight gets augmented with 
Fresnel lenses (Kim & Kim,2010).                   

Dynamic daylight systems are today mostly static or has limited adjustability, because of the 
high cost of its maintaining. As well with exterior mounted daylight control systems. It is 
sensitive to weathering and wind damages. The systems that are covered in-between double 
glass, are better protected (Park, 2014).

Light transmission strategy

Light redirecring strategy

Light transportation strategy

Fig. C Existing daylight contron systems categorized in three strategies
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3 Process

3.1 Theory 

As technology is growing, new materials and techniques are found. But it is not sufficient. To fit 
our actual needs and give the users a maximum benefit from daylight, it is only right that form 
should follow function. By knowing the material and techniques that exist today, it needs to be 
combined with the knowledge about the beneficial effects of daylight and the humans comfort 
preferences in an individual office environment. 

Because the sun moves and changes angles, both depending on season and time of day 
(see Appendix A, p.24), a drastic angle difference of the sun will be experienced. To adapt to this, 
a dynamic daylight control system is more capable to control the solar elevation angle and sky 
condition (Park et al, 2014). 

3.1.1. Ideas 

After going through different existing daylight control systems, the investigation went further 
with techniques and materials as prismatic system, polarized film and electrochromic system or 
smart film. The ideas are developed based on a combination of these systems, because they are 
the ones that either keeps as much daylight as possible, redirects the light, prevent glare and/or 
preserves a view out. The three ideas are based on dynamic systems, as it has the capability to 
be controlled based on the solar and sky condition (see chapter 2.3). Following are three chosen 
ideas from several sketches and discussions.
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Idea 1

Prismatic system 
 
Micro structured prism
Film - As blinds 
Dynamic 
Prevent glare 
Provide with more light indoor
Provide with a semi view outdoor

For the first idea, the prismatic system is presented as a combination of the typical blind solu-
tion. Here the blinds are constructed with the microstructured prism - film instead of PVC, metal 
or wood that is normally used today. When direct sunlight is coming in, the blinds will “close” 
themselves and even if it is closed, an increased daylight will be perceived in the room, thanks to 
the redirecting technique. When no direct sunlight is appearing, the blinds will open up and the 
view out will come back, only that the room itself will have an increased daylight intake as well, 
as the light will jump on the material even when it is not “closed” (see Appendix B, p.25 for 
further explanation). 

Fig. D1 Prismatic system idea
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Polarized film 
 
Two film  
One rotable film outside the window 
Dynamic or controlled through a device 
Prevent glare
Provide with a view outdoor

The polarized system is in this solution a 360 rotatable section that provides with a view out 
when there is no direct sunlight. This system will automatic rotate 90 degree when the sun is 
penetrating through the window. It will prevent glare and provide with a view out but it will 
not provide with more daylight in the room. 

Idea 2

Fig. D2 Polarized film system idea
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SmartGlass/
SmartFilm 
 
Changes from transparent to 
opaque white
Divided in sections 
Horizontal controlled parts 
Prevent glare 
Keeps the daylight indoor
Provides with a view outdoor
Lighttemperature (color) changes 
to provide with daylight rhythm 
Perhaps controlled through a 
device

 
The third idea is inspired of electrochromic technique and horizontal blinds. The sections are 
controlled horizontal, as studies shown that horizontal is preferred. In this way, both a view out 
and daylight can be preserved in the room. As Keighly E.C. (1973) mentions on chapter 2.2, 
a horizotal view to the foreground and the skyline should be included to receive a good view. 
At the same time, it is important that the daylight is not totally blocked, either. In this idea, one 
has the option to retain the daylight, even when glare is blocked. 

Idea 3

Fig. D3 Smartglass/SmartFilm system idea
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3.2 Concept

According to studies mentioned on chapter 2.2, the most important characteristic of a view is its 
horizontal stratification and that the views are divided into three layers and has its own function: 
The sky, the city or landscape and the view of the ground (Markus, 1967). The key is to find a 
solution that preserves a view out, as well to prevent glare and to provide with daylight indoor 
even when glare is blocked. Therefore, Idea 3 is chosen to be developed. Even if the 
technique behind the electrochromic glass or Smart Film is more used to create privacy today, 
it has the ability to be divided into horizontal sections and controlled separately on windows. 
Because it does not exist today as a daylight control system, a device that controls the system 
needs to be designed.  The system will have an interactive relation with the occupants through 
the device, which will provide capability to control the daylight system after occupant’s own 
comfort preferences. The design process of the interactive part will be based on my own experi-
ence of interactive design. The functions in the device needs to be easy to use and understand as 
well provide with functions that are necessary. More about it on chapter 3.2.2. 

3.2.1. Material

To get a closer understanding for my choice of material, a company, named Smartglass, 
specialized in SmartGlass/Film material, was in contact. The concept was presented for Miko 
Sebastian Koczotowski at the company and the material SmartFilm was recommended to use for 
a sectional control system. SmartFilm is a material with possibility of adjusting the light trans-
mission between transparent state to an translucent state using electricity. The material is PDLC 
Polymer dispensed Liquid Cristal and the film is approximately 0.5 mm thin. The SmartFilm is 
self-adhesive and can be mounted on curved glass and adapt to different shapes. The material is 
operated with an On and Off mode with a dimmer-function. From Off-mode, being translucent, 
switching to On-mode, transparent. The film is controlled in many ways as wall switch, remote 
control, door lock, timer, light and motion sensors etc. Miko Koczotowski confirmed its possi-
bility to control the film through a special designed device, connected to the three sections of 
SmartFilm. For further material specifications, see Appendix C, p.26. 

3.2.2 Form & function

As mentioned earlier, the form should follow the function and combine it with our knowledge of 
daylight. The choice of not adding more sections than three, is to maintain it as simply and clean 
as possible. Both for the function of the view out as well for the function on the device. 

The investigation is based on individual office environment. Individual offices, are established 
on different floors on a building with windows facing different directions, meaning that every 
window will receive daylight with different incoming angles as well (see Appendix A, p.24). 
With this said, the artefact should be able to be controlled after the daylights angles as well as for 
the windows position on a building. Therefore, an interactive relation between the user and the 
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window will be designed, as it can provide the user to have an own comfort preference after the 
solar condition. Although, the user needs a device that is clear and easy to use to avoid compli-
cations that will take the time from working. The choice of the colour and construction of the 
illustration in the device has to be easy for the eye, have a good connection between daylight and 
office environment as well be understandable for when a section is on or off.

The configuration in the device has three colour theme; orange, dark turquoise and white. The 
reason behind the choice of colours is based on psychological meaning (Scott-Kemmis J. 2018), 
as well to be easy for the eyes and have a connection to the daylight.  

Orange represents communication and interaction. It is as well a colour of motivation, lends a 
positive attitude, and general enthusiasm for life.

Turquoise represents trustworthiness and reliability. It helps with clear thinking and 
decision-making.

White contains an equal balance of all the colours of the spectrum.

The device will be a touch screen. Text will not be found on the device, beside the name of the 
daylight control system, when the screen is starting up. There will only be one main page on the 
device, representing the window and the three smart sections on it. Only one symbols and in total 
four touch buttons will be found in the device. With three pulling touch buttons on the right side 
of each section, it is clear that each button is adjustable for each section. SmartFilm will be able 
to change from 100% opacity to 0% opacity. 

To make it comfortable to adjust the opacity on each screen, the sections on the illustrated 
window will as well change from translucent (opaque) to transparent, as the button is decreasing 
percentage of opacity. When touching the only button with a symbol of “On/Off”, the opacity 
will be turned Off or On. The opacity begins with 100%, as it is the Off-mode for the SmartFilm. 
When switching to On-mode or just by decreasing the opacity on the adjustable buttons, the 
material will be dimmed down to transparent. Meaning the device turns On automatically. 
See picture fig. E and F for detailed illustration of the function.

Logotype

Daylight 
control 
system’s 
name

Miniature of
Logotype

Adjustable 
buttoms for 
each seactions

Illustration 
of window 
with the three 
sections

White filter 
appears from 
beginning
(off-mode)
Gets clear 
when opacity 
decrease %.

On/Off 

Fig. F Main page (On-mode)Fig. E Start mode
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4 Result & Analysis  

4.1 The artefact  

Daylight Smart Section System (DSSS) is the result of the developed investigations of existing 
daylight control systems, where material and technique are combined with studies based on 
human comfort preference. The artefact has a new interpretation of the existing material Smart-
Film, by redesigning its function to prevent glare in a flexible way where daylight is preserved at 
the same time contributing to a satisfied and informative view out.

The DSSS is a concept for daylight control system, aimed for individual office environments. 
DSSS allows the current user in the room to apply the daylight and the windows qualities after 
his or her own comfort preferences, to what is needed at the moment. Through a special designed 
device, the user can control the three switchable SmartFilms that is applied on the window. 
Either have the three sections off, or turn them on separately. The user also has the choice to 
adjust the opacity of each film. The opaque-mode does not fully block the view and is therefore 
not a risk for the daylight control system to be leaved on, when the uncomfortable glare is long 
gone. Even if the sections are in opaque-mode, it will provide the room with daylight, which in 
turn contributes to less consumption of energy from artificial lights and to occupant’s well-being 
(Andersen M, 2015). 
 
• Prevents glare
• Provides view out
• Preserves daylight
• Provides with uniform daylight
• Provides privacy 
• UV protection  
• Flexible & easy to control

4.1.1 Storyboard

Because of the horizontal sections, DSSS prevents glare from the sun for a longer time and it is 
as well suitable for individual office with windows facing any direction (see Appendix A, p.24). 
As the three sections of SmartFilm provides with three different functions (see chapter 2.2), the 
user can easily adjust the information or visual comfort preferences to what is needed in the 
moment.
 
The relation between daylight and occupant is controlled through the DSSS-device. 
The configuration in the device is simple and easy to use, meaning that the regulation of the 
DSSS goes fast. The user has few touch buttons to use on the screen to facilitate the orienta-
tion of the control system. The configuration includes three adjustable buttons to either reduce 
or increase the opacity of each section, and one touch button to turn the SmartFilm On and Off 
(see fig. F, p.15). To save time, the device will remember the last used settings for each section 
and therefore appear again, when switching On from Off-mode. This function is to give the user 
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the facility to have the same chosen settings for a week, a month, a season or more, until it is 
changed. Following figures shows how the system is controlled with the device and how the user 
will perceive the light in the room. Detailed storyboard, see Appendix D and E.

Fig. G Start mode

Fig. J* Keeping a view out on land-
scape/city layer. Sky and ground 
layer diffuses the light in the room.

Fig. L Switching the device to 
Off-mode by touching the On/Off 
button. 

Fig. H Main page (Off-mode) Fig. H*  (Off-mode). Daylight in 
the room is perserved as diffused.

Fig. K Sky section 100 % opacity. 
Landscape/city increased to 75 %.
Ground section decreased to 0%.

Fig. L*  Same as figure H*.

Fig. I* On-mode with no opacity 
on. In this scenario, the room re-
ceives a sharp, high contrast light.

Fig. J Sky layer and ground layer 
with increased opacity to 100 %.

Fig. I On-mode. All layers opacity 
decreases to 0%.

Fig. K* Keeping a view out to the 
ground. From the middle part 
of the room towards the ceiling, 
receiving diffused daylight intake.

Fig. L Switching device On again. 
Last chosen setting returns.  
See figure K*
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4.2 Discussion

In chapter 2.2.1, Fuxén & Fagrell (2015) mentions the two type of glare, discomfort glare and 
disability glare. Both are glare that can be perceived from an office environment. Talking only 
about daylight, it is either from direct sunlight causing disability glare or discomfort glare 
appearing from reflections through materials inside or outside the office room. DSSS consist 
of three, thin Smart Films which is applied on a window, after its size. The film is switchable 
through a special designed device, which gives the user capability to control and adjust the 
shading device in three sections. The SmartFilm has qualities to prevent glare by changing the 
film from translucent to transparent. The direct sun glare or glare caused by reflections, can be 
controlled through the device, selecting which part on the window needs to be blocked. The film 
beings as opaque, with 100% opacity. The opaque quality allows daylight to penetrate in the 
room. It will not increase but preserve the daylight. Differences is the daylights character, chang-
ing from sharp light to a more even light in the room, which according to Månsson on chapter 
2.1, is preferred to avoid high level of luminance creating reflections in surfaces in the working 
space as Fridell Anter mentions on chapter 2.2.1.  

A wide range of shading devices can both prevent glare and preserve daylight or provide with 
more daylight in a room. The view out has a big importance for occupants in offices as 
mentioned in chapter 2.1 and 2.2. And it is not utilized to its full to the occupant’s preference 
comfort and well-being, as the shading devices blocks the view as well when preventing glare.  
To preserve a view out, a research from Markus (1967) on chapter 2.2, argues that the most 
important characteristic of a view is its horizontal stratification divided into three layers to 
receive the three functions a view provides one with. The design of DSSS is therefore developed 
based on this study, to apply the capability of having a view out even when glare is prevented, 
as the DSSS does not need to block the whole window if not necessary. The result of the inves-
tigation and the design process aims to fulfil a theoretical perspective, leading to a strong final 
concept.

Although, the result is based on investigation from studies found on chapter 2, an experiment and 
interview need to be carried out to validate the studies. Specially as this study included in design 
principles. If the concept will go further to a final product, it would need to be acknowledge in 
future research. Factors as view quality, daylight quality and design functions need to be present-
ed through an interview and answered by occupants using individual offices in Sweden. 
From a methodological perspective, a collaboration with a company, working with SmartFilms, 
could be helpful. To build a mock-up and utilize it for a deeper study behind the relation between 
user and the artefacts material, form and function.
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5. Conclusion   
 
5.1. What material for existing daylight control principles are best today to prevent glare and to 
provide more daylight for individual office environments? 

Going through the existing daylight control principles for windows, was an experience by its 
own. New knowledge about daylight and the many different ways to control it through a window, 
was gained. The technology and material behind the design thinking for each system has giving 
me a better understanding of why they are developed as they are as well for the functions behind 
each system. It is normal to have exterior control systems, but they are not optimal either for 
reasons as maintenance and the loss of daylight and view. The redirecting films that are devel-
oping today are great when it comes to provide with more daylight in the room. But one does 
not have the view out with those films on the windows. On the other hand, we have switchable 
films that can be controlled to either be transparent or opaque. It is today more used for privacy 
between rooms, but the potential to become a great daylight control system is high. The choice 
of switchable film is suitable for individual offices, as it can be controlled without affecting other 
occupant’s preferences. 

5.2 How can material and form be controlled, to prevent sun glare, preserve the daylight intake 
as well the view out?   

The choice of using switchable SmartFlm, gives the opportunity to control the material to be 
opaque and transparent. By form the films in horizontal sections, it gives the occupants the 
information that are appreciated. Sky (time and weather), City or landscape (Environment) and 
the ground (human activities). The horizontal formed sections as well increase with an impres-
sion of a wider spread light in the room (see Appendix B, p.25). By controlling each section 
separately, the whole window does not need to be fully covered. The daylight control system will 
in this way, therotically, prevent the experienced glare, at the same time provide with daylight 
and a view out. 
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Appendix A 

The illustration made in Photoshop, is not representing one big window, but several directions a window can 
have in an individual office room. The illustrations shows the sun path and its different angles during a day, 
from morning to evening (which as well differs durng different seasons). The sun moves from low to a high 
point angle, then down again. The opaque filter on picture N, represents how the user gain more with a hori-
zontal formed filter, as it in the long run, has a longer time blocking the sun, compared to the vertical (pic. O). 
As well the vertical section will be experienced as blocking too much of the view, if window is small. 

Picture illustrating the solar altitude and the time of the year. The different seasons affects the sun intake 
in a building, as well the rooms will receive different amount of daylight depending on the floor it is taken 
place. The heigher up the sun is, the more concentrated the sun is on small areas. The lower the sun is, the 
more the sun spreads out over a large area. 

According to Time and Date (2018) the maximum altitude during summer is ~54° and ~7° during winter. 
The sun’s altitude and the window’s position in a building, affects on where the direct sun is coming from 
and how much it is entering in the room. The daylight control system should therefore have the function 
to adjust the shading after the different seasons without loosing the view out or the daylight indoors, when 
blocking the glare.

Fig.M Sun path during a day 

Fig. P Solar altitude

Fig. N Horizontal section Fig. O Vertical section

Solar Altitude
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Appendix B

Material test regarding redirektng film was proceed, thanks to the global science company, 3M, 
for sending me a roll with redirecting film. The test was performed with IKEA LED 200 lm, 3W, 
2700 K and a scale 1:20 modell (200x200x140mm). The first test included the film, mounted 
flat on a plexiglass, representing the window (pic.G). Compared with not having the film on the 
window (pic.F), the sharp light on the floor becomes diffused and the ceiling receives over 80 
% more light. Following test was film shaped as persian blinds (fig.L), to see how the light will 
appear in the room. The light redirects as well up to the ceiling, even as open blinds, but not 
enough. As closed blinds (fig.M), it is almost the same as the film flat on the glass, less light and 
less even. Although, the test as well shows how the window appears wider with the horizontal 
films (pic.M) and gives the room a horizontal expression. Which in turn gives an impression of 
wider spread light in the room.

Fig. Q 3M redirecting film placed on a window
to see how much view is lost 

Fig. R Room without the use of redirecting film

Fig. T Room without the use of redi-
recting film

Fig. S Room with use of redirecting film 
(coated on window)

Fig. U Room with use of redirect-
ing film as persian blinds (open)

Fig. V Room with use of redirecting 
film as persian blinds (closed)
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Appendix C

The pictures and photos is given from the company Smartglass. Following is a closer look at the 
materials function and specifications as well how it looks like when it is in use. 

Specifications of the material SmartFilm.

SmartFilm as vertical sections, controlled with a device. 
Four of six sections On, in the middle part.

SmartFilm as vertical sections, controlled with a device. 
Middle four sectons Off while each seaction on the sides is On. 

Functions behind the materials changeble states.
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Appendix D -Storyboard of the device and its functions. Illustration created with Photoshop.

Start screen of device with logotype and the name  of the 
device

Ground layer on window decreased in opacity to 75%. 
Off buttom changes automatically to On when the opacity 
buttoms are adjusted.

Sky layer with 100%.. 
Landscape/city layer with 100%. 
Ground layer decreased to 25%.

Main screen including a window with trhee adjustable 
touch screen buttoms for each section of the window. An 
off/on buttom now in off mode, all the section on 100%.

Sky layer with 100%.. 
Landscape/city layer with 100%. 
Ground layer decreased to 50%.

Sky layer with 100%.. 
Landscape/city layer with 100%. 
Ground layer decreased to 0%.
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Appendix D 

Sky layer with 100%.. 
Landscape/city layer decreased to 75%. 
Ground layer with 0%.

Sky layer with 100%.. 
Landscape/city layer decreased to 25%. 
Ground layer with 0%.

Sky layer decreased to 75%.. 
Landscape/city layer with 0%. 
Ground layer with 0%.

Sky layer with 100%.. 
Landscape/city layer decreased to 50%. 
Ground layer with 0%.

Sky layer with 100%.. 
Landscape/city layer decreased to 0%. 
Ground layer with 0%.

Sky layer decreased to 50%.. 
Landscape/city layer with 0%. 
Ground layer with 0%.
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Appendix D 

Sky layer decreased to 25%.. 
Landscape/city layer with 0%. 
Ground layer with 0%.

Sky layer with 0%.. 
Landscape/city layer increased to 25%. 
Ground layer with 0%.

Sky layer with 0%.. 
Landscape/city layer with 50%. 
Ground layer increased to 25%.

Sky layer decreased to 0%.. 
Landscape/city layer with 0%. 
Ground layer with 0%.

Sky layer with 0%.. 
Landscape/city layer increased to 50%. 
Ground layer with 0%.

Sky layer with 0%.. 
Landscape/city layer with 50%. 
Ground layer increased to 50%.
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Appendix D 

Sky layer with 0%.. 
Landscape/city layer with 50%. 
Ground layer increased to 75%.

Sky layer with 75%.. 
Landscape/city layerdecreased to 0%. 
Ground layer with 75%.

Sky layer increased to 75%.. 
Landscape/city layer with 50%. 
Ground layer with 75%.

Device turned Off with On/Off button.
All lyers goes to 100% opacity.

Sky layer increased to 100%.. 
Landscape/city layer with 0%. 
Ground layer increased to 100%.

Device turned on with On/Off button.
Last chosen settings on the device turnes back.
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Appendix E -Storyboard of the relation between device and user, in an individual office room.
   Pictures created with Relux and Photoshop.

Room with one window and sun in a high position. 
Daylight intake creating a sharp, high contrast luminance 
in the room. The user has the device in On-mode.

Device turned Off.

Device settings is changed to 0% opacity for ground layer 
and 75% opacity for landscape/city layer. 

Clear view out when device is in On-mode. Meaning  0 % 
opacity for all the three layers.

The windows three sections are in full translucent. View out 
is almost full lost, but the daylight is perserved and changed 
to a diffused daylight intake. Ceiling increases in light.

Sun is blocked and the ceiling recives diffused light. 
Because the ground section is transparent, the sun will 
appeat sharp on the floor part. A view out is allowed but 
not so clear toward the sky.
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Appendix E

Device settings is changed to 0% for the landscape/city 
layer and 100% for the ground layer.

When/if sun is in a lower position. The user only wants to 
only block the sun in this scenario and maintain as much 
of the view out as possible. 

Both ceiling and floor receives diffused light in the room. A 
view out towards the landscape/city is clear.

The window will block the sun and allow a view out to the 
ground and the sky. The user choose the information they 
want to keep open while blocking the sunglare. 

The device is in this scenario, changed to block the sun, by 
increasing the opacity to 100% for landscape/city layer. The 
sky and ground layer is decreased to 0%.

When/if sun is in low position. The user wants to block the 
sun, have a more diffused light on the bench and maintain 
as much of the view out as possible in this scenario.
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Appendix E 

Device settings is changed to 0% opacity for sky layer. 
75% opacity for landscape/city layer and 100% opacity for 
ground layer. 

Device is turned Off by touching the On/Off button.

When device is turned On by touching the On/Off button 
again. The last used settings will return.

The user will perceive a diffused light in the lower part of 
the room and bright, more sharped light on the ceiling. A 
view out is allowed towards landscape/city and the sky.

Window will turn back to 100% opacity for all the three 
sections. A view out is not total lost and one can see if sun 
is still out. If there is, the room will receive diffused light.

If time is the same as describes earlier. the user will perceive 
a diffused light in the lower part of the room and bright, 
more sharped light on the ceiling. A view out is allowed 
towards landscape/city and the sky.


